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Question 1: Fox’s algorithm: Introduction

Consider the matrix multiplication C = AB. One way for parallel processing of this task
with p processes is to subdivide the matrices into equally-sized submatrices Aij, Bij and
Cij with i, j = 0 . . . q − 1. Any matrix A can be divided into submatrices arranged in a
checkerboard distribution. For example,

A =


a00 a01 a02 a03

a10 a11 a12 a13

a20 a21 a22 a23

a30 a31 a32 a33

 =

(
A00 A01

A10 A11

)

where A00 =

(
a00 a01

a10 a11

)
, A01 =

(
a02 a03

a12 a13

)
, A10 =

(
a20 a21

a30 a31

)
and A11 =

(
a22 a23

a32 a33

)
.

Assume that all submatrix multiplications can be computed with different processes. A
submatrix Cij of the result C can be calculated as follows:

Cij = Ai0B0j + Ai1B1j + . . . + Ai,q−1Bq−1,j

a) (Paper and Pencil) For two arbitrary (4×4) matrices A and B, calculate the element
c23 using the above scheme. Also, calculate the submatrix that contains c23 with the
scheme above if q = 2.

b) (Paper and Pencil) Suppose that we have 9 processes (Pij, i, j = 1, · · · , 3). Each
process is responsible for the calculation of a submatrix of C. Assume that the matrices
A and B are too large to be treated by any single process. Therefore, each process holds
data according to the checkerboard distribution (Process P11 that treats submatrix C11

and initially holds A11 and B11). What information needs to be sent to process P11 to
calculate C11?

Now think of the calculation for all elements of C. For large matrices, a lot of data needs
to be transmitted. Fox’s algorithm enables good networking and load balance for this task.

Before the algorithm starts, each process holds the submatrices according to the checker-
board distribution. At iteration k = 0 . . . q − 1, the process at Pij calculates:

Cij = Cij + Aik̄Bk̄j, k̄ = (i + k) mod q.

For example, at the first iteration k = 0, C is calculated as follows

C00 = A00B00 C01 = A00B01 C02 = A00B02

C10 = A11B10 C11 = A11B11 C12 = A11B12

C20 = A22B20 C21 = A22B21 C22 = A22B22

(1)
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c) (Paper and Pencil) For two arbitrary 3× 3 matrices, simulate Fox’s algorithm with
9 processes. At each iteration k, what elements are transmitted? What is the source
and destination of these elements? Please draw a sketch to illustrate.

Question 2: Fox’s Algorithm: Implementation

We will now implement Fox’s algorithm to perform matrix multiplication such that C =
AB where A and B are square matrices of size n× n. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves
to square matrices where n = m

√
p where p is the number of processors and m,

√
p ∈ N.

The implementation for p processors contains the following tasks:

1. Determine the number of submatrices per row and column, respectively: q =
√
p

2. Assign each processor its coordinates i and j.

3. Determine the coordinates of the processor to send to (Pdest): ((i− 1) mod q, j).

4. Determine the coordinates of the processor from which data is received: ((i + 1)
mod q, j).

5. Iterate: k = 0 . . . q − 1

(i) - Calculate k̄ = (i + k) mod q

(ii) - Broadcast A(i, k̄) to the processors on the same row i.

(iii) - Calculate Cij = Cij + Aik̄Bk̄j locally.

(iv) - Send Bk̄,j to Pdest and receive B(k̄+1 mod q),j from the source.

a) Please implement a Fortran subroutine GENERATE COMMUNICATORS(...) that creates
the communicators needed. An elegant possibility is to use a cartesian topology. The
appropriate MPI function to invoke in this case is MPI CART CREATE(...). On top of
this topology, you might like to create more communicators motivated by your solution
for Question 1c.

b) Please implement a Fortran subroutine GENERATE SUB MATRIX(...) that generates
the submatrix for this particular process. The element (i, j) of the global matrix is
cos(i n + j); i, j = 0..n− 1.

c) Write a Fortran subroutine MULTIPLY LOCAL(...) that does a local matrix multiplica-
tion.

d) Please implement a Fortran subroutine COLLECT AND PRINT(...) where the master
process gets the element Cij, from the process that owns this entry, and prints it to the
console.

e) In your main program body, use all the above subroutines and implement the steps 1-5
outlined above to calculate the product C = AB where A and B are both generated
with GENERATE SUB MATRIX(...).

The element c98,99 is equal to −0.37962 for n = 100. Test your program for several number
of processors.
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